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I write, rather I prefer saying I bleed on papers unable to bear my osmium
kind of words.  I do not habituate this to relax but to heal my bruised self. 
 We are not perfect.  In simpler terms, we are a packet of all the human
attributes.  So it is okay to commit mistakes, learn from them, and make
sure not to repeat them, a dreadful process indeed.  During which few
people turn completely silent, cripple themselves and come out with bright
colors and I am one among them. This poem speaks for a heart that is unable
to speak while battling with bottled emotions.

 NOTE: It is okay to take time to heal.

Bottled emotions are injurious to mental health 

THE BOTTLED EMOTIONS
I am not a poetess because

My words neither ease your soul

Nor they are penned on a scroll

Rather they show my heart’s pothole                                                                                               

I bet you can never understand

The words I pour out whilst I cannot with stand

Between my words and thoughts, I stand

In stillness, though my brain slaps me open-hand

While the moment boils and reaches the peak

My soul wails and howls to make me speak. 

I, but bury my words into my bones that are weak

Despite I mute myself not wanting to squeak

Trying to fly, my emotions chip out my strength with their beak
 Cool your heels, as inner peace is what I seek. 
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Check with your Answers for Page No. 5

Find the logic and solve this
mathematical puzzle?
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BBA CA - Ph.D Viva
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Ph.D - Management

Supervisor Name:
     Dr.K.Gunaseelaprabhu

Scholar Name:
        Mr.N.Sampathkumar
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CTPCR - Technical Training
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Placement Drive - Focus Edumatics
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Explanation:
In the given puzzle, the logic is
2 + 3 = 10 => (2 + 3) * 2 = 10
6 + 3 = 54 => (6 + 3) * 6 = 54
8 + 3 = 88 =>  (8 + 3) * 8 = 88
Similarly,
9 + 7  => (9 + 7) * 9 = 16 x 9 = 144.

144
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